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Abstract

We characterize those formulas of MSO �monadic second�order logic� that are safe for bisim�

ulation� formulas de�ning binary relations such that any bisimulation is also a bisimulation with
respect to these de�ned relations� Every such formula is equivalent to one constructed from ��
calculus tests� atomic actions and the regular operations� The proof uses a characterization of
completely additive ��calculus formulas� formulas ��p� that distribute over arbitrary unions� It
turns out that complete additivity is equivalent to distributivity over countable unions�

For FOL ��rst�order logic� a similar theorem is shown �giving an alternative proof to the
original of 	
��� Here though distributivity over �nite unions is su�cient� This enables us to show
that the characterization of safe FOL�formulas carries over to the setting of �nite models�

� Introduction

The identi�cation of processes with transition systems has been a fruitful one in computer science� In
this perspective� states of a process are viewed as nodes of a transition system� and given some atomic
nondeterministic action a on states� a transition labeled with a exists between states s� and s� if it is
possible that upon execution of the action a at state s� we reach state s��

A variety of logical languages have been designed to speak about transition systems ����� 	�
��
Examples include �nitary and in�nitary polymodal logic �the �nitary variant of which is known
as Hennessy�Milner Logic �HML� in the computer science literature� due to Hennessy and Milners
seminal ���
��� Propositional Dynamic Logic �PDL� ���� �	
�� Computation Tree Logic �CTL� ��
��
CTL� ����� ��
� and the modal ��calculus ����
�� More standard formalisms such as �rst�order and
higher�order languages may of course also be used to describe properties of transition systems �see ��
��

The expressive power of a formalism should be restricted by the intended application� We should
not be able to express properties which distinguish between objects which� as far as the intended
application is concerned� are equivalent� So if the models on which we interpret the formulas of our
formalism are equipped with a natural notion of equivalence� no formula should be able to distinguish
between models that are equivalent in this given sense� In the present situation a natural candidate
for equivalence is bisimulation ���� ��
�� There are numerous other notions of equivalence� but most
of these are subsumed by bisimulation �see ��� ��� ��
�� So logics of transition systems should satisfy
invariance for bisimulation� formulas should not be able to distinguish states that are bisimilar� In
fact� all the systems mentioned� except full �rst� or higher�order logic� satisfy this constraint�

Suppose that for some reason we wish to work with a certain logic that is too expressive �i�e� it
can distinguish between bisimilar states�� yet we still take the demand of invariance for bisimulation
to heart� Then we may ask which formulas of our given logic satisfy the constraint� For a variety
of standard logics there is an answer to this question� the �rst�order logic �FOL� formulas that
are invariant for bisimulation are precisely �modulo equivalence� the �nitary polymodal ones� for
�rst�order logic with in�nite conjunctions and disjunctions we get in�nitary polymodal logic �for the
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result for L��� �countable disjunctions and conjunctions only� see ��
� for L�� �arbitrary disjunctions
and conjunctions�� see ��
�� and for monadic second�order logic �MSO� we get the modal ��calculus
���	� ��
��

Most of the logical systems given concentrate on expressing properties of states� This leaves
something to be desired� as the most fundamental ingredient of a transition system consists of a
family of binary relations between states� one for each atomic action� A formalism that does speak
of relations between states is PDL� the de�nition of its language consists of a simultaneous recursion
on formulas� which express unary properties of states� and programs� which denote binary relations
between states�

Suppose we design a logic whose formulas are interpreted as binary relations between states of a
transition system� Such formulas we could call programs� they nondeterministically take us from one
state to another� Again� we may ask which programs we should consider appropriate� We take our
cue from invariance for bisimulation� This property is an obvious generalization of the clause in the
de�nition of bisimulation for unary predicates� Likewise� for programs� we could generalize the clause
for binary predicates� This gives us the notion of safety for bisimulation ���
�� A program � is safe
for bisimulation if whenever Z is a bisimulation between two transition systems with respect to the
atomic actions� then this same Z is also a bisimulation with respect to the binary relation de�ned by
�� PDL�programs are without exception safe for bisimulation�

Now consider logical languages of binary relations which can express programs which are not safe
for bisimulation� Which formulas of such formalisms are safe for bisimulation� For FOL it has been
shown that the formulas ��x� y� that are safe for bisimulation consist precisely of modal tests �� �with
� a polymodal formula� and atomic actions� closed under the operations union and composition ���
��
For L�� we get tests ��� with � an in�nitary polymodal formula� and atomic actions� closed under
arbitrary unions and composition ���
�� For L��� the question is still open� although one would expect
the answer to consist of restricting to countable unions� In this paper we give an answer for MSO� we
prove that an MSO�formula ��x� y� is safe for bisimulation i� it is equivalent to a program constructed
from ��calculus formula tests� atomic actions and the regular operations of union� composition and
Kleene�iteration�

The paper is organized as follows� The next section introduces the main de�nitions and tools of
this paper� invariance for bisimulation� the modal ��calculus and ��automata� The section after that
gives the characterization of the bisimulation�safe fragment of MSO� The proof of this fact may itself
be of some interest� It is a combination of a number of ideas�

�� The use of the bisimulation�invariance theorem� the fact that the bisimulation�invariant fragment
of MSO is precisely the ��calculus�

�� A model�theoretic characterization of those ��calculus formulas that are completely additive� i�e�
distribute over arbitrary unions�

	� The latter is proved using a method taken from the well�known proof that �nite state automata
correspond to regular expressions�

The �rst two of these items are to be found in all bisimulation�safety characterizations mentioned
above� adapted to the di�erent logics concerned of course� The last item is speci�c to the proof of
this paper�

Next� the methods used for MSO are applied to FOL� giving an alternative proof of the bisimulation�
safety theorem for this language� For this we use so�called modal automata �introduced in ��
� which
are ��automata that correspond to polymodal formulas �without �xed�points��

� Invariance and the modal ��calculus

Let us �rst introduce the main notions and results on which this paper builds�

De�nition ��� �MSO� Let L be a signature containing relation symbols and their arities� V� and
V� are in�nite sets of �rst�order and unary second�order variables respectively�
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Given these ingredients� Monadic Second�Order logic �MSO� has the following language�

� ��� � jR�x�� � � � � xn� j x � y jX�x� j �� j � � � j �x�� j �X��

where R is an n�ary relation symbol in L� x� y� x�� � � � � xn are �rst�order variables and X is a second�
order variable� Other connectives such as �� �� � are de�nable as usual� �

Note that the �M in MSO thus indicates that quanti�cation over monadic� or unary� predicates is
allowed� formulas may contain binary relation�symbols� but these may not be quanti�ed over� Note
also that equality is assumed present in the language� This is just for convenience� as x � y is de�nable
as �X��X�x� 	 X�y��� Likewise � is not necessary as a basic symbol� being de�nable as �X�X�x��

MSO�formulas are interpreted in ordinary models M of the signature L� We need assignment�
functions both for �rst�order and second�order variables� Let � � V� �M and � � V� � 	�M�� where
we adopt the convention of identifying M with its domain� The notion M j� ���� � 
 is then de�ned
as follows�

M j� ���� � 
 is never the case
M j� R�x�� � � � � xn���� � 
 i� ���x��� � � � � ��xn�� 
 RM

M j� x � y��� � 
 i� ��x� � ��y�
M j� X�x���� � 
 i� ��x� 
 ��X�
M j� ����� � 
 i� M �j� ���� � 

M j� � � 
��� � 
 i� M j� ���� � 
 or M j� 
��� � 

M j� �x����� � 
 i� there is an s 
M with M j� ����x �� s
� � 

M j� �X����� � 
 i� there is an S �M with M j� ���� � �X �� S



Most transition system languages are de�nable within MSO� An important example� it turns out�
is the modal ��calculus ����
�� Given a set prop of propositional constants� a set A of atomic actions
and an in�nite set V of second�order variables� the language of the modal ��calculus �i�e� the set of
��formulas� is de�ned as the smallest set containing propV f�g� closed under the booleans � and
�� and the following two formation�rules�

�� If a 
 A and � is a ��formula� then hai� is a ��formula�

�� If X 
 V and � is a ��formula positive in X �that is� X only occurs in � under an even number
of negations� then �X�� is a ��formula�

� is again super�uous� as it is de�nable by �X�X � as the semantics will show� We leave it in for
convenience�

The notion of free and bound variables in ��formulas should be obvious if we let �X bind free
occurrences of X � A ��formula without free variables is a ��sentence�

��formulas are interpreted at states in transition systems� but their meaning may also be given via
a standard translation into MSO� The following translation sends any ��formula � to an MSO�formula
�� that contains at most one �rst�order variable x free� This x is intended as the placeholder for
the state at which � is evaluated� In the translation� every propositional constant p is considered a
unary predicate of L and every a 
 A corresponds to a binary relation Ra� interpreted as the set of
all a�transitions� We write Ra in in�x notation�

�� �� �
p� �� p�x�
X� �� X�x�
����� �� ���

�� � 
�� �� �� � 
�

�hai��� �� �y��xRay � ���x �� y
�
��X���� �� �X����x���� � X�x��
 � X�x��

	



In the hai�clause y should be a fresh variable� However� if we are careful with our choice of variables
we only need two �rst�order variables in translating a ��formula into MSO� It is unlikely that there is
such a limit on the number of second�order variables needed� due to the results of ��
 and ���
�

We say that M� s � ��� 
 �where � is some ��formula and � a valuation for the second�order
variables� if M j� ����� � 
� where � is any �rst�order assignment that assigns x to s� If M is clear
from the context� we may simply write s � ��� 
� If furthermore � contains no free variables� we may
simply omit � as well and write s � ��

The key operator of the modal ��calculus is of course the ��operator� We view ��X� as an operation
on sets� that to any set S assigns the set of states where ��X� holds were we to interpret X by S� If
��X� has only positive occurrences of X then the corresponding operator is monotone� which implies
the existence of a least �xed�point� This is precisely what �X���X� denotes� it is satis�ed at those
points that are in the least �xed�point of ��X�� Monotone operators also have greatest �xed�points�
we denote this by �X���X�� which is de�ned as ��X�����X��

The modal ��calculus is interpreted on structures of a signature with a unary predicate p for each
p 
 prop and a binary relation�symbol Ra for each a 
 A� In other words� models for the ��calculus
are labeled transition systems� transition systems in which the states may be labeled by propositional
constants� depending on whether that state is in the interpretation of these constants� An important
notion of equivalence on labeled transition systems is the notion of bisimulation ���� ��
��

De�nition ��� �Bisimulation� LetM and N be two labeled transition systems� and let Z �M�N �
Z is a bisimulation between M and N �notation Z � M	N � if�

	� Z�connected points agree on the propositional constants� if sZt then s 
 pM i
 t 
 pN for every
p 
 prop�

�� sRMa s� and sZt implies that there is a t� such that s�Zt� and tRNa t
��

� Vice versa� if sZt and tRNa t
� then there is an s� with sRMa s� and s�Zt��

Two nodes s and t are bisimilar i
 there is a bisimulation connecting the two� �

In the computer�science tradition this notion is also known as strong bisimulation� to distinguish it
from other notions of bisimulation� such as branching bisimulation ����
��

A transition system M is unraveled if�

�� It has a root from which any other state can be reached via a �nite number of transitions�

�� It is well�founded� there is no in�nite sequence s�� s�� � � � with transitions from si�� to si for
every i � ��

	� For every state t that is not the root there exist a unique state s �the predecessor of t� and a
unique action a 
 A such that sRMa t

Let � be some cardinal� A transition system M is ��unraveled if�

�� It is unraveled�

�� If sRMa t then there are at least � many a�successors t� of s �including t� with the property that
t� is bisimilar to t�

De�nition ��� Let � be some cardinal greater than zero� let M be a labeled transition system and 

some element of M� The �	unraveling �M�� �� of �M� � is de�ned as follows�

� The domain of M� consists of all tuples x � �s� � � � sn� a� � � � an� �� � � � �n�� such that
Ra�s� � � � Ransn and ��� � � � � �n are ordinals below ��

� p 
 prop is interpreted in M� by�

p� �� f��ss��a� ��� 
 M� j s 
 pMg
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� There is an a�transition from x to y in M� if x and y are of the form�

x � ��ss��a� ���
y � ��sst��aa� ����

and sRMa t�

� � �� �� �� ��� where � is the empty sequence� �

The function Z that sends a tuple �s� � � � sn� a� � � � an� �� � � � �n� to the last element of the nonempty
sequence s� � � � sn is a bisimulation between M� and M that moreover connects � to � It is easy to
verify that M� is ��unraveled� with � its root� Thus� any transition system is bisimilar to one that
is ��unraveled�

In fact� it can be shown that two states s and t are bisimilar i� there is some su�ciently large
cardinal � such that the ��unravelings of s and t are isomorphic�

Let P be some property of states of transition systems� So� given a transition M and a state s of
M� s has the property P or it does not� We call P invariant for bisimulation if whenever Z � M	N
and sZt then s has the property P i� t also has this property�

An MSO�formula ��x� �of the right signature of course� that has one �rst�order variable �x� but no
second�order variables free may be considered a property of states� which holds for M� s i� M j� ��s
�
So for formulas of this form the invariance�question makes sense� ��	
 presents a beautiful result�
which originally appeared in ���
�

Theorem ��
 �Janin and Walukiewicz� An MSO�formula ��x� is invariant for bisimulation i

it is equivalent to a �translation of a� modal ��calculus formula�

In fact� they show that for every MSO�formula ��x� there is an n 
 N such that ��x� is equivalent to
a ��formula on n�unraveled structures� This entails that the result also goes through when we restrict
to image��nite models� models M such that for any a 
 A and any s 
 M there are only �nitely
many t with sRat�

The proof of theorem ��� depends upon the notion of a ��automaton�

De�nition ��� A �	automaton ������ A is a tuple �Q����� q�� ���� such that�

	� Q is a �nite set of states�

�� � is a �nite subset of prop�

� � is a �nite subset of A�

�� q� 
 Q is the initial state�

�� � � Q � 	��� � 		�� � Q� describes the transitions of the automaton �	 is the powerset
constuction��

�� � � Q� N is the parity condition� �

We will also refer to such an automaton as a ������automaton� to stress the language of the automaton�
Given a transition system M and a state  of M a �	game of A on �M� � is played between two
players� the Duplicator and the Spoiler� as follows�

�� The starting position is �� q���

�� If we are in a position �s� q� then the Duplicator has to make a move� De�ne�

L�s� �� fp 
 � j s � pg
succa�s� �� ft j sRatg
succ�s� ��

S
a�A succa�s�

A legal move for the Duplicator consists of a marking m � � � Q � 	�succ�s�� such that
m�a� q�� � succa�s� for every �a� q�� 
 ��Q� and such that there exists a D 
 ��q� L�s�� with�

�



�a� If �a� q�� 
 D then m�a� q�� �� ��

�b� For all a 
 � and all t 
 succa�s�� there is an �a� q�� 
 D with t 
 m�a� q���

	� If the Duplicator has just made a move� namely a marking m� the Spoiler picks a t 
 m�a� q��
�for some a 
 �� q� 
 Q�� The new position becomes �t� q���

Either player wins the game if the other player cannot make a move� An in�nite game
�� q���m�� �s�� q���m�� �s�� q���m� � � � is won by the Duplicator if�

minf��q� j q appears in�nitely often in the sequenceg

is even �hence these automata may be classi�ed as parity automata� see ���� ��
�� We say that �M� s�
is accepted by A i� the Duplicator has a winning strategy on �M� s��

In this perspective� a ��automaton is the arena on which the game is played� enter a state of
a labeled transition system� enter the two players and the game can begin This is the perspective
we will adopt in this paper� There is also a more computational perspective� in keeping with why
��automata are called automata in the �rst place�

A run of a ��automaton A on a state  of M is a rooted intransitive tree T whose nodes are labeled
with elements of M�Q such that�

�� The root is labeled with �� q���

�� If a node n of T is labeled with �s� q� then there must be a D 
 ��q� L�s�� such that�

�a� If �a� q�� 
 D then there is a a�successor t of s and a successor m of n such that m is labeled
with �t� q���

�b� If sRat for some a 
 � then there is an �a� q�� 
 D and a successor m of n that is labeled
with �t� q���

A run is accepting if whenever �� q��� �s�� q��� �s�� q��� � � � is an in�nite path through T from the root
onwards �upwards or downwards� depending on how you draw your trees� then�

minf��q� j q appears in�nitely often in the sequenceg

is even�
The idea is that the run embodies a winning strategy for the Duplicator� An automaton thus

accepts a state in a labeled transition system i� it has an accepting run on this state�
Janin and Walukiewicz ����
� prove that ��automata correspond precisely to ��sentences� for every

��automaton A there is a ��sentence �A such that A accepts �M� s� i� M� s � �A� Moreover� if A is
a ������automaton then the corresponding formula is also in this language� The converse also holds�
for every ��sentence there is an automaton A� such that A� accepts M i� M � �� If the set of
proposition constants in � is � and its set of atomic actions is �� then the corresponding automaton
may be assumed to be a ������automaton� Our automata di�er slightly from those given in ���
�
they are more akin to the de�nition given in ��	
� The automata in their various guises are equivalent�
however�

The notion of ��automaton is heavily inspired by the notion of tableaux for the ��calculus ����
��
First of all� we assume that ��calculus formulas are presented with negation only applied to proposi�
tional constants� This necessitates the use of connectives �� �a
 and �X � Next� we assume that� given
a ��sentence �� each variable X is used by at most one binder� Then if X occurs in � we may refer
to its binding de�nition �X�
 as the unique formula of this form in � �� is either � or ��� One of
the main tableau�rules is the regeneration rule� which expands a variable X to its binding de�nition�
Due to this rule tableaux will in general be in�nite� �nitely branching but with in�nite paths� On
such in�nite paths there must be variables regenerated in�nitely often� If a variable X whose binding
de�nition is of the form �X�
 is regenerated in�nitely often then we must be careful� This is only
sanctioned if there is another variable Y occurring free in 
 that also occurs in�nitely often on the
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same path� If this is not the case we are dealing with a globally inconsistent path� For more details
we refer to ���
 and to ���
� The point here is that the notion of globally �in�consistent path is a
clear correspondent to the parity condition for games or runs on ��automata� The other rules of the
tableau system are basically as in tableau systems for modal logic without �xed points �consult ���

for an overview��

To conclude this section� we give some examples of ��automata� to acquaint the reader with
them somewhat� First� we consider the ultimate valid ��sentence � �i�e� ���� The corresponding
��automaton is �fq�g����� q�� ���� where�

� � and � are arbitrary subsets of prop and A respectively�

� ��q�� L� � 	��� fq�g� for any L � ��

� ��q�� � ��

In a game on this automaton the Duplicator can always respond with a legal marking� For suppose
the current position is �s� q��� Then the Duplicator may respond with the marking m� de�ned on
�a� q�� as succa�s�� This marking is a legal one with respect to D � f�a� q�� j a 
 �� succa�s� �� �g�
The parity condition on in�nite games is always satis�ed as the only state q� has as its parity an even
number�

Looking carefully at this automaton we see that it actually behaves like the formula�

�X�
�
L��

��
�

L �
�
p�L

�p� � �
�
M��

�
a�M

haiX� �
�
a��

�a
X�

which is of course equivalent to �� � is a �xed point and hence the maximal one for the matrix of
this formula�

The automaton also gives us the useful notion of a true state�

De�nition ��� A state q 
 Q of an automaton A � �Q����� q�� ���� is a true state if ��q� is even
and for all L � �� ��q� L� � 	��� fqg��

It is now easy to see that whenever the game arrives at a position �s� q�� where q is a true state� then
the Duplicator will win this game�

Let us consider a second example of a ��automaton� one corresponding to the PDL�formula ha�ip�
Let A be �fq�� q�g����� q�� ���� with�

� � � fpg and � � fag�

� ��q� L��

�
f f�a� q��� �a� q��g g if q � q� and L � ��
f f�a� q��g � �g else�

� ��q�� � � and ��q�� � ��

Suppose we are given a labeled transition system M and an s� 
M such that s� � ha�ip� Then there
is a path s�Ras�Ra � � � Rasn� where sn is the �rst state on this path that satis�es p� A strategy for
the Duplicator consists of the following�

� On a position �si� q��� with i � n the Duplicator responds with the following marking�

m�a� q�� � fsi��g m�a� q�� � succa�s�

which is legal with respect to D � f�a� q��� �a� q��g� the only element of ��q�� L�si��� The
duplicator can either respond with the position �si��� q�� in which case we continue with the
strategy we describe here� or with a position �t� q�� from which the Duplicator must win as q� is
a true state�

�



� On the position �sn� q�� the Duplicator should play the marking�

m�a� q�� � � m�a� q�� � succa�s�

which is correct with respect to f�a� q��g if succa�s� �� � and � otherwise� both of which are
elements of ��q�� L�sn��� as L�sn� � fpg� The Spoiler can now only respond with a position
�t� q���

� On any position �t� q�� the Duplicator plays the same markings as in the previous case�

Clearly this gives a winning strategy for the Duplicator� The parity condition is satis�ed because after
n steps into the game only the state q� can be reached� whose parity is even�

Now suppose s is a node in a labeled transition system M at which ha�ip is not true� If the
Duplicator has to respond to a position �s� q�� for such an s then he must give a marking m that
is legal with respect to f�a� q��� �a� q��g� as p does not hold at s� By de�nition of legal markings
m�a� q�� �� �� so the Spoiler can simply choose a position �t� q�� with sRat� ha�ip will of course also
be false in t� so the Spoiler can continue with this strategy inde�nitely or until the Duplicator gets
stuck� In the latter case the Spoiler wins� while in the former case we get a sequence of play�

�s� q���m�� �s�� q���m�� �s�� q��� � � �

on which the Duplicator loses� because q� has an odd parity�
Examining the workings of this automaton� we discover that it resembles a procedural interpreta�

tion of the formula �X����p � haiX� � p�� which is equivalent to ha�ip�
We conclude this section with one more example� an automaton corresponding to �X�haiX � which

expresses inverse nonwellfoundedness� i�e� the formula is true at states from which an in�nite a�path
is possible� Let A be �fq�� q�g����� q�� ���� with�

� � � � and � � fag�

�
��q�� �� � f f�a� q��� �a� q��g g
��q�� �� � f f�a� q��g � �g

� ��q�� � ��q�� � ��

Note that q� is again a true state� so that any strategy for the Duplicator can concentrate on positions
of the form �s� q��� In�nite games are always won by the Duplicator as there are no odd parities
available� Suppose s is �inversely� nonwellfounded and we have reached a position �s� q��� As there
is an in�nite a�path from s there must be an a�successor t of s that is also nonwellfounded� Let the
Duplicator choose a marking�

m�a� q�� � ftg m�a� q�� � succa�s��

This marking is legal with respect to f�a� q��� �a� q��g� The Spoilers only real choice �he has to avoid
the true state� is the position �t� q��� on which the Duplicator can respond with the same strategy�
This gives an in�nite game� which the Duplicator automatically wins� So the Duplicator has a winning
strategy on nonwellfounded states�

If s is wellfounded� i�e� there is no in�nite a�path starting in s� then the Spoiler has a winning
strategy on �s� q��� For the Duplicator must respond with a marking m where m�a� q�� �� �� The
Spoiler can now respond with �t� q�� where t is any a�successor from m�a� q��� In fact� it is possible
for the Spoiler to continue choosing positions where the second component is q�� However� as s is
wellfounded� at a certain moment the game reaches a position �t� q�� such that a�transitions are no
longer possible� Then the Duplicator is stuck and the Spoiler wins the game�

�



� Safety and complete additivity

Invariance for bisimulation is a generalization of the clause of the de�nition of bisimulation for propo�
sitional constants� Safety for bisimulation is a generalization of the clause for atomic actions� which
deals with binary relations� So let R assign to every transition system M a binary relation RM on
M� We say that R is safe for bisimulation if whenever Z � M	N � sZt and sRMs� then there exists
a t� in N such that tRN t� and s�Zt�� The vice�versa clause follows automatically� because bisimilarity
is a symmetric concept�

Again� the safety�question may be specialized to MSO� for if ��x� y� is an MSO�formula that has at
most x and y free� this may be viewed as giving a binary relation between states on a given transition
system� The question this paper will address is� which MSO�formulas ��x� y� are safe for bisimulation�
A mathematical paper is not a mystery novel� so let us de�ne the fragment of MSO that contains�
modulo logical equivalence� precisely the formulas that are safe for bisimulation�

De�nition ��� A �	program is a formula in the following language�

� ��� a j �� j �  � j ��� j ��

where a 
 A and � is a ��formula�

��programs of the form �� are known as tests� A ��program whose only tests are of the form ��� where
� is a ��sentence� is called closed� Note that if we restrict the tests to PDL�formulas� the resulting
restricted class of ��programs coincides with that of the PDL�programs� So the only enrichment of
this language lies in the tests� we are able to test statements which PDL cannot express�

Again we give a translation into MSO to de�ne the semantics of these formulas�

a� �� Ra�x� y�
����� �� �� � x � y

���  ���� �� ��� � ���
�������

� �� �z����� �y �� z
 � ��� �x �� z
�
����� �� �X��X�x� � �xy��X�x� � �� � X�y�
� � X�y��

This time careful variable�management enables us to use only three �rst�order variables� We will
sometimes write s

�
� t for M j� ���s� t
 if M is clear from the context and � is a closed ��program�

Given a ��program � and a ��formula �� we may de�ne a formula h�i� with as interpretation�

�h�i��� �� �y���� � ���x �� y
�

Adding such formulas to the language of the modal ��calculus would not enrich it� however� as h�i�
may be de�ned for complex � within the ��calculus as follows�

h��i
 �� � � 


h��  ��i� �� h��i� � h��i�
h�����i� �� h��ih��i�
h��i� �� �X��� � h�iX�

Invariance and safety are closely connected� For if ��x� is invariant for bisimulation� then
��x� � x � y is safe for bisimulation� Conversely� if ��x� y� is safe for bisimulation and p is some
propositional constant that does not occur in � then �y����x� y� � p�y�� is invariant for bisimulation�
By theorem ���� the latter formula must be equivalent to a closed ��formula� This formula is of a
particular kind� it is completely additive in p� To de�ne this we need the following de�nition�

De�nition ��� Let p 
 prop� If M is a transition system for the language without p then for any
P �M� �M� P � is a model for the whole language� A ��sentence ��p� can be viewed as a set�operator�
If M is any model for the language without p then �M � 	�M� � 	�M� is de�ned as follows�

�M�P 
 �� fs 
M j �M� P �� s � ��p�g

If M is clear from the context� the superscript is dropped� �

�



De�nition ��� A ��sentence ��p� is completely additive in p if it distributes over arbitrary
unions�

��
�
i�I

Pi
 �
�
i�I

��Pi


�

In ��
 this notion is referred to as continuity in p� This nomenclature seems to clash with the more
familiar notion of continuity in the literature �see for instance �	�
�� Continuity in the present context
would mean distributivity over unions of directed sets� A directed set in a transition system M is a
nonempty set D � 	�M� such that for all A�B 
 D there is a C 
 D with AB � C� A sentence ��p�
is continuous in p i� for all M for all directed sets D in M� ��

S
D
 �

S
A�D ��A
� Clearly complete

additivity implies continuity� but not the other way around� p � haip is continuous in p� but does not
even distribute over �nite unions�

Additivity is equivalent to the conjunction of the following two properties�

Monotonicity P � Q implies ��P 
 � ��Q
�

Downward additivity ��P 
 �
S
t�P ��ftg
� In other words� if s � ��p� then we may restrict the

interpretation of p to a singleton without losing the truth of ��p� at s�

Additivity of course implies distributivity over �nite unions� We will see later that in the case of ordi�
nary polymodal logic without �xed points distributivity over �nite unions implies complete additivity�
This is not the case for the ��calculus� as the counterexample �X�ha� a�� p�iX ��there is an in�nite
a�path that encounters p in�nitely often� demonstrates� However� we will see that for ��calculus
formulas� distributivity over countable unions su�ces for complete additivity to hold�

It is easy to see that if � is a closed ��program that does not contain p then h�ip is completely
additive in p� It turns out that all completely additive formulas are equivalent to one of this form�

Theorem ��
 Suppose the ��sentence ��p� distributes over countable unions� Then ��p� is equivalent
to h�ip for some p�free closed ��program ��

Proof�
Let A � �Q����� q�� ���� be a ��automaton corresponding to ��p�� For q 
 Q� let �q be the ��sentence
corresponding to the automaton we get from A by changing the initial state from q� to q�

We will prove that�

��p� �
�
fh�ip j � 
 ! and h�ip j� ��p�g ���

where ! is a �nite set of closed p�free ��programs� de�ned as follows�

� Let TYPE� be the set of ��sentences constructed from a subset L � � n fpg as follows�

�
L �
�
f�p� j p� 
 � n �L  fpg�g

� TYPE� is the set of all ��sentences

�
q�S

�q �p �� �
 �
�

q�QnS

��q �p �� �


where S is a subset of Q�

� TYPE� contains all ��sentences

� � �
�

�a��	�S

hai
� � �
�
a��

�a

�

�a��	�S


�

where � 
 TYPE� and S � �� TYPE��

��



� PTYPE� ��path�type zero� consists of all ��programs of the form�

�
�

���a	�S

��� a� 
�
��T

��

where S � TYPE� � � and T � TYPE��

� Suppose PTYPEk has been de�ned� Then PTYPEk�� is de�ned to contain all ��programs of the
form�

��  �����
�

 ����

where each �i 
 PTYPEk�

� Finally we can de�ne !� Suppose Q has m di�erent subsets �i�e� m � �jQj�� Then�

! �� f���� j � 
 PTYPEm� � 
 TYPE�g

Note that ! is a �nite set of closed p�free ��programs�

If we can prove statement ��� then�

��p� � h
�
f� 
 ! j h�ip j� ��p�gip

which su�ces for proving of the theorem�
We proceed to prove statement ���� From right to left the statement is trivial� From left to right

we need to show that if M� s � ��p� then there is some � 
 ! such that s � h�ip and h�ip j� ��p��
Suppose �M� P �� s � ��p�� We may assume that M is ��unraveled with s its root� Furthermore�

we may assume that states are not labeled with propositional constants not in � and that relations
Ra do not connect any states if a �
 �� For each x 
M� de�ne�

type��x� ��
V
fp� 
 � n fpg j x � p�g�V
f�p� j p� 
 � n fpg� x �� p�g

type��x� ��
V
f�q �p �� �
 j q 
 Q� x � �q �p �� �
g�V
f��q �p �� �
 j q 
 Q� x �� �q �p �� �
g

type��x� �� type��x��V
fhaitype��y� j a 
 �� xRayg�V
a���a
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type��y�

For i � �� we call typei�x� the i�type of x� Note that these i�types are p�free ��sentences and that
each i�type is an element of TYPEi� Furthermore� all i�types are disjoint� if x � typei�y� then x and
y have the same i�type�

Next� we divide all transitions into left� and right� transitions� That is� for each x 
 M and a 
 A

consider all a�successors of x� succa�x�� Partition this set into L n fpg�bisimulation classes� By the
assumption that M is ��unraveled� we know that each part B of the partition contains at least �
elements� So we can split B into two nonempty nonoverlapping sets L and R� Call each a�transition
from x to an element of L a left�transition and a�transitions from x to elements of R� right�transitions�

Now we can de�ne the type of a path s � s�Ra�s� � � � Ransn as a tuple�

�type��s��� a�� d�� type��s��� � � � � an� dn� type��sn��

where di�� � l if the transition from si to si�� is a left�transition and di�� � r otherwise� Note
that for paths of some �xed length there are only �nitely many types� Hence� overall� there are only
countably many types�

De�ne for each path�type � � P� as fx 
 P j the path from s to x is of type �g� This partitions
P into countably many sets� Thus �M� P� �� s � ��p� for some type � � by the assumption that ��p�

��



distributes over countable unions� We know that P� cannot be empty� because ��p� also distributes
over empty unions� ���
 � ��

A p�path is a path from the root s to a point with a label p� In the current model �M� P� � all
p�paths are of the same type�

Claim � For any two nodes x and y on a �possibly distinct� p�path that are at the same depth �the
same distance from the root� and any q 
 Q� x � �q i� y � �q �

Proof�
Assume � � �type�� a�� d�� type�� � � � � an� dn� typen�� Occurrences of p are thus only found via paths of
this type� We prove the claim by downward induction� we �rst prove it for depth n� then for n � ��
etc�

Suppose x and y are on a p�path at depth n� Then p holds at both x and y� p no longer holds
anywhere above x and y� and x and y have the same ��type typen� Suppose x � �q � Then the
Duplicator has a winning strategy for the position �x� q�� Let this strategy choose a marking m that
is correct w�r�t� D 
 ��q� L�x��� D is also in ��q� L�y��� because L�x� � L�y�� x and y have the same
��type� hence the same ��type� and p is true at both�

De�ne the following marking�

m�a� q�� �� fz j yRaz � �q�g

If this is a legal marking� the Spoiler can only choose a position �z� q�� such that z � �q� � the Duplicator
can obviously win from such a position�

We prove that m is legal w�r�t� D� We need to prove two statements�

�� �a� q�� 
 D implies that there is an a�successor z of y with z 
 m�a� q��� For if �a� q�� 
 D

then for some a�successor x� of x� x� 
 m�a� q��� hence x� � �q� � As p does not occur anywhere
above x�� nor at x� itself� this implies� x� � �q� �p �� �
� As x and y have the same ��type�
y � hai�q� �p �� �
� There are no p�labels strictly above y either� so y � hai�q� �

�� yRaz and a 
 � implies that there is a q� 
 Q with z 
 m�a� q��� For suppose yRaz� As x

and y have the same ��type� x � haitype��z�� say xRax
�
� type��z�� By the fact that m is

legal� x� 
 m�a� q��� for some q� 
 Q� Thus x� � �q� � and by the same reasoning as before
x� � �q� �p �� �
� But type��x

�� � type��z�� so z � �q� �p �� �
� hence z � �q� �

Next� suppose x and y occur at depth k � � and suppose that x � �q � Let m be a marking
chosen according to the winning strategy of the Duplicator on �x� q�� m is correct w�r�t� some D 

��q� L�x�� � ��q� L�y��� De�ne m as before�

�� Suppose �a� q�� 
 D� Then for some x�� xRax
�
� �q� � There are two cases�

�a� x� is on a p�path� Then a must be ak� Now choose an a�successor z of y that is also on a
p�path �this is possible because there is only one type of path to p� this �xes the action we
must take to eventually reach a label p�� By the induction hypothesis� z � �q� �

�b� x� is not on a p�path� so x� � �q� �p �� �
� As y has the same ��type as x� y � hai�q� �p �� �
�
Thus for some z� yRaz � �q� �p �� �
� If z is not on a p�path then z � �q� � as desired� Else�
switch direction �if yRaz is a left�transition switch to any corresponding right�transition�
and vice versa� to an a�successor z�� L n fpg�bisimilar to z that is not on a p�path�

�� Suppose yRaz and a 
 �� There are two cases to consider�

�a� z is on a p�path� Choose an a�successor x� of x that is also on a p�path� There must be some
�a� q�� 
 D with x� 
 m�a� q�� and hence x� � �q� � By the induction hypothesis z � �q� �

��



�b� z is not on a p�path� As x and y have the same ��type� x has an a�successor x� that has
the same ��type as z� By switching direction if necessary we may assume that x� does not
lie on a p�path� m is a legal marking w�r�t� D� so we can �nd �a� q�� 
 D s�t� x� 
 m�a� q���
hence x� � �q� � x� is not on a p�path� so x� � �q� �p �� �
� As x� and z have the same
��type� z � �q� �p �� �
� which implies z � �q� � �

De�ne� for any x 
M� the labeling of x as�

l�x� �� fq 
 Q j x � �qg

Note that Claim � now says that if x and y are on a p�path and at the same depth� then l�x� � l�y��
Also� as ��p� is equivalent to �q� and s � ��p�� q� 
 l�s��

Pick any path s � s�Ra�s� � � � Ransn � p� For any I� O � Q� an �I� O��program is a ��program of
one of the following two forms�

� type��si��� ai��� where i � n� l�si� � I and l�si��� � O�

� type��si��� where i � n and l�si� � I � O�

From these one�step programs we build a larger ��program� First enumerate 	�Q� as Q�� � � � � Qm�
De�ne programs �k�Qi� Qj�� for every � � i� j � m and � � k � m� by induction on k�

���Qi� Qj� ��
S
f� j � is a �Qi� Qj��programg

�k���Qi� Qj� �� �k�Qi� Qj�  ��k�Qi� Qk�����k�Qk��� Qk���
���k�Qk��� Qj��

In the de�nition of ���Qi� Qj� we de�ne the empty union as ��� Now de�ne
� �� �m�l�s��� l�sn��� type��sn��� It is easily veri�ed that � 
 !�

Claim � �M� P� �� s � h�ip� hence �M� P �� s � h�ip�

Proof�
Order the subsets of Q according to their enumeration� Q� � ��� � Qm� We will prove that for any
i � j � n� and k � m� if on the path from si to sj there is no node x strictly between si and sj such
that l�x� is a subset of Q higher in the ordering than Qk �assuming �higher than Q� to be always
true�� then there is a �k�l�si�� l�sj���transition from si to sj � We prove it by induction on k�

� If k � � then there can be no nodes strictly between si and sj � We need to show that there is a
���l�si�� l�si�����transition between si and sj � For that purpose si and sj must be connected via
an �l�si�� l�sj���program� There are two cases� If si � sj then type��si�� is the desired program�
If sj � si�� then type��si��� ai�� is the desired program�

� Suppose we have proved it for k � m and we now wish to do the same for k " �� If there is no
x strictly between si and sj such that l�x� � Qk�� then by the induction hypothesis there is a
�k�l�x�� l�y���transition from si to sj � which is also a �k���l�x�� l�y���transition�

If there are such intermediate points however� enumerate all of these as x�� � � � � xl in the order
of occurrence on the path� Then all the points y on the path from si to sj that are not among
fsi� x�� � � � � xl� sjg are such that l�y� � Qk� We can thus use the induction hypothesis to show
that there is a �k�l�si�� Qk����transition from si to x�� for any � � l there is a �k�Qk��� Qk����
transition from x� to x��� and �nally there is a �k�Qk��� l�sj���transition from xl to sj � So
there is a

�k�l�si�� Qk�����k�Qk��� Qk���
���k�Qk��� l�sj��

�transition from si to sj � as desired�

�	



We may deduce that there is a �m�l�s��� l�sn���transition from s� to sn� as there are no subsets of
Q and hence no labelings above Qm� Finally� we note that sn � type��sn� and hence we have a
��transition from s � s� to sn� �

Claim � h�ip j� ��p��

Proof�
Suppose �N � P ��� s� � h�ip� We may again assume that �N � P �� is ��unraveled� Then s�

�
� t�� for some

t� 
 P �� We will prove that �N � ft�g�� s� � ��p�� By monotonicity it then follows that �N � P ��� s� � ��p��
We give a winning strategy for the A�game on �N � ft�g�� s�� Let the unique path from s� to t� be

s� � t�Rb�t� � � � Rbk tk � t��

�� Suppose the Duplicator has to respond to a position �ti� q�� with i � k� By de�nition of ��
there is a transition from ti to ti�� of the form type��sj��� aj�� for some j � n� Let I � l�sj��
O � l�sj���� making this an �I� O��program� We may assume that q 
 I � For if i � � then
q � q� and any �rst step of the program � must be an �l�s��� O��step �for some O�� hence
q� 
 I � l�s��� If i � � then there must be some �I �� O���step from ti�� to ti� It may easily be
veri�ed that O� must be equal to I � Furthermore� our strategy will ensure that only positions
�ti� q

�� with q� 
 O� can be chosen by the Spoiler� So our assumption is valid�

If q 
 I � l�sj� then the Duplicator has a winning strategy for the A�game starting from the
position �sj � q�� Let m be the marking chosen according to this strategy� Suppose m is legal
w�r�t� D 
 ��q� L�sj�� � ��q� L�ti��� De�ne�

m�a� q�� ��
fx j tiRax �� ti�� and x � �q�g
fti�� j q� 
 O and a � aj��g

This is again a legal marking with respect to D�

For suppose �a� q�� 
 D� Then m�a� q�� �� �� say x 
 m�a� q��� The Spoilers next move could be
the position �x� q��� so q� 
 l�x�� There are two cases�

�a� x is on a p�path� Then by Claim �� q� 
 O � l�sj��� � l�x�� so ti�� 
 m�a� q���

�b� x is not on a p�path� But then there is no p above or at x so the interpretation of p from
x onwards is equal to that of �� Hence� x � �q� �p �� �
� ti has the same ��type as sj �
so ti � haitype��x�� type��x� implies �q� �p �� �
� so there is an a�successor y of ti such
that y � �q� �p �� �
� As N is ��unraveled� we can choose an a�successor z of ti which is
L n fpg�bisimilar to y� but which is not on the path to t�� As t� is the only place where p

holds� z � �q� � hence z 
 m�a� q���

Next� suppose tiRax for some a 
 �� We need to �nd some �a� q�� 
 D such that x 
 m�a� q���
There are again two cases�

�a� x � ti��� Then a � aj��� As sjRasj�� there is some �a� q�� 
 D with sj�� 
 m�a� q��� But
then q� 
 l�sj��� � O� so ti�� 
 m�a� q���

�b� x �� ti��� Then there is no point from x on where p holds� As ti has the same ��type
as sj � ti � �a
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type��y�� so x � type��y� for some a�successor y of sj � By switching
direction if necessary we may even choose y not to be on a p�path� Because m is a legal
marking w�r�t� D there must be an �a� q�� 
 D with y 
 m�a� q��� But then y � �q� �p �� �
�
As x and y have the same ��type� x � �q� �p �� �
 also� hence x � �q� �

The Spoiler may respond to this marking in two ways�

�a� He may pick a position �x� q�� with x �� ti�� and x � �q� � But then the Duplicator has a
winning strategy from this point on� Continue with this strategy�

�b� He may pick a position �ti��� q
�� with q� 
 O� Continue with the strategy we describe here�

��



�� Suppose the position �tk� q� is played� We know that the test type��sn�� succeeds on tk and that
q 
 l�sn�� De�ne the marking�

m�a� q�� �� fx j tkRax � �q�g

We can again prove that this is a legal marking� The proof is simpler than the one above� as no
more switching is necessary�

A response of the Spoiler to this marking leads to a position on which the Duplicator can win�
�

This completes the proof of theorem 	��� �

Corollary ��� An MSO�formula is safe for bisimulation i
 it is equivalent to a closed ��program�

Proof�
From right to left is just a matter of induction over closed ��programs� using the fact that ��sentences
are invariant for bisimulation�

From left to right� suppose ��x� y� is safe for bisimulation� Then �y����x� y��p�y�� is invariant for
bisimulation� where p is some fresh propositional constant� By the invariance theorem of Janin and
Walukiewicz� theorem ���� this formula must be equivalent to a ��sentence 
�p�� This sentence will
be completely additive in p� hence by theorem 	��� 
�p� will be equivalent to h�ip� where p does not
occur in �� It is now easy to show that � is equivalent to ��x� y�� �

Corollary ��� The same holds when we restrict to the class of image��nite models�

Proof�
What we mean by restricting to image��nite models should be clear� ��x� y� is safe for bisimulation
in IMF �the class of image��nite transition systems� i� whenever we have a bisimulation between two
image��nite models it is also a bisimulation w�r�t� ��x� y�� and likewise equivalence is restricted to
equivalence in all image��nite models�

Now the proof is the same as in the class of all models� because theorem ��� also holds when
restricted to image��nite models and the only construction on models that is used in the proof of
theorem 	�� is ��unraveling and this preserves image��niteness� �

� Modal automata and safety in FOL

The original characterizations of fragments of logics that are invariant or safe for bisimulation were
investigated in the context of �rst�order logic �FOL� ��	� �
�� The FOL�formulas that are invariant for
bisimulation turn out to be exactly the modal formulas� all ��calculus sentences that do not contain
any ��operators� The FOL�formulas that are safe for bisimulation are exactly those in the following
language� with the obvious interpretation�

� ��� a j �� j ��� j �  �

where a 
 A and where � ranges over modal formulas� Let us call formulas in this language modal
programs� So a modal program is just a ��program with only tests for modal formulas and without
iteration� In this section we give a new proof of the safety theorem in FOL� modeling it after the
proof we gave in the previous section for MSO�

De�nition 
�� An automaton A � �Q����� q�� ���� is modal if�

	� If �a� q�� 
 D 
 ��q� L� then ��q�� � ��q� � � or ��q�� � ��q��

��



�� If ��q� � � and ��q� L� �� �� then for all �� � � there exists a true state q �see de�nition ����
such that D � f�a� q� � a 
 ��g 
 ��q� L��

The de�nition of modal automata embodies the fact that modal formulas can only see up to a �xed
�nite depth� given by the depth of the nesting of modal operators in the formula� The parity condition
� is irreverently used here to count down towards the point at which the modal formula the automaton
simulates becomes blind� At this stage a true state is reached� the automaton will accept anything�
An alternative de�nition would not involve the parity function at all �equivalently� always set it to
�� but impose the bounded vision of modal automata externally� But the parity function is there� so
why not �ab�use it�

The following theorem is just a result of the design of modal automata� A proof may be found
in ��
�

Theorem 
�� �D�Agostino and Hollenberg� Every modal formula corresponds to a modal au�
tomaton and vice versa�

Theorem 
�� If a modal formula ��p� distributes over �nite disjunctions then it is equivalent to a
formula h�ip� where � is a p�free modal program�

Proof�
The proof is analogous to the proof of theorem 	��� we will focus on the di�erences but use some of
the same terminology�

Let A be a modal automaton corresponding to ��p�� The notion of a path�type is the same as
before� If � � �type�� a�� d�� type�� � � � � an� dn� typen� is such a type then de�ne �� to be the following
modal program�

type��� a�� type��� � � � � an� typen�

Note that as A is a modal automaton� every ��type calculated with respect to it is in fact a modal
formula� As ��p� is modal there is an n 
 N such that only points up to depth � n are of relevance
to the truth of ��p�� We will prove that�

��p� �
�
fh�� ip j � is a path�type of length at most n and h�� ip j� ��p� g

Suppose �M� P �� s � ��p�� where �M� P � is ��unraveled and s its root� If we restrict P to P � ��
fx 
 P j x lies at a distance � n from sg then ��p� remains true� �M� P ��� s � ��p�� Now partition
P � into sets P� as before� but only for path�types � of length at most n� There are only �nitely
many types of at most this length� so we have a �nite partition of P �� By the assumption that ��p�
distributes over �nite unions� there must be a type � of at most length n such that �M� P� �� s � ��p��

Trivially �M� P� �� s � h�� ip� What we still need to prove is that h�� ip implies ��p�� But the proof
of this is exactly the same as that of Claim 	 of theorem 	��� �

So modal formulas that distribute over �nite unions in fact distribute over arbitrary unions� they
are completely additive� This means that checking whether a formula ��p� is completely additive
can be done entirely within the modal calculus� ��p� is completely additive i� the following two are
theorems of the minimal modal logic K�

��p � q� � ��p� � ��q�
���� � �

Corollary 
�
 A FOL formula ��x� y� is safe for bisimulation i
 it is equivalent to a modal program�

Corollary 
�� The same is true if we restrict to the class of �nite models�

Proof�
Suppose ��x� y� is safe for bisimulation in FIN� the class of �nite models� Then �y����x� y� � p�y��

��



�where p is fresh� is invariant for bisimulation in FIN� By a result of Rosen ��	�
� the latter formula must
be equivalent �in FIN� to a modal formula 
�p�� 
�p� must be completely additive in p �again� when
restricting to �nite models�� So the following are valid equivalences in FIN� 
�p�q� � 
�p��
�q� and

��� � �� Due to the �nite model property of modal logic �proved for instance in ���
�� equivalence in
FIN and in the class of all models coincides� So by theorem ��	� 
�p� must be equivalent to a formula
h�ip� where � is a p�free modal program� This � must then be FIN�equivalent to ��x� y�� �

� Further research

The question of characterizing fragments of logics that are safe for bisimulation was originally mo�
tivated by PDL �cf� ��
�� The original question was� can we semantically characterize the class of
programs of PDL� This is still an open problem� the safe fragment of MSO is strictly larger than the
class of programs of PDL and the safe fragment of FOL is strictly smaller�

Future research could concentrate on �nding an interesting language �i�e� not PDL itself� such
that its safe fragment does correspond to the class of PDL�programs� Gerard Renardel has suggested
to consider a fragment of L��� that only has conjunctions and disjunctions over certain e�ective sets�
A candidate for such a fragment is weak MSO� where second�order quanti�cation is restricted to �nite
sets�

Another question suggested by the previous section and Rosens work ��	�
� is whether the invariant
fragment of MSO also coincides with the ��calculus in the class of �nite models� Even if this is so�
the proof of safety would not automatically transfer� because complete additivity of ��formulas does
not coincide with distributivity over �nite unions�

Finally� all of these questions could be posed for other notions of process equivalence than bisim�
ulation �see ��� ��� ��
�� such as branching bisimulation ����
�� The task is easier in these cases� it
seems� because bisimulation subsumes a whole range of process�equivalences� Thus if a certain MSO
formula is invariant for branching bisimulation� say� then it must also be invariant for bisimulation�
hence it must be equivalent to a ��calculus formula� So the question reduces to� which ��sentences
are invariant for branching bisimulation�

Notions of safety would have to be modi�ed to �t the appropriate notion of process�equivalence�
Branching bisimulation has di�erent clauses for di�erent kinds of binary relations� one for silent
actions and one for normal actions� This automatically gives us two notions of safety for branching
bisimulation�
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